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Abstract
Two common approaches in low-rank optimization problems are either
working directly with a rank constraint on the matrix variable, or optimizing
over a low-rank factorization so that the rank constraint is implicitly ensured.
In this paper, we study the natural connection between the rank-constrained
and factorized approaches. We show that all second-order stationary points
of the factorized objective function correspond to stationary points of pro-
jected gradient descent run on the original problem (where the projection
step enforces the rank constraint). This result allows us to unify many exist-
ing optimization guarantees that have been proved specifically in either the
rank-constrained or the factorized setting, and leads to new results for certain
settings of the problem.
1 Introduction
We consider the following low rank optimization problem
min
X∈Rm×n
{
f(X) : rank(X) ≤ r}, (1)
for a differentiable function f : Rm×n → R. Due to a wide range of applications, this
type of optimization problem has been studied extensively in the past decade.
In some special cases, the unconstrained minimizer of f(X) may already be low-
rank, i.e.
X̂ = argmin
X∈Rm×n
f(X) = argmin
X∈Rm×n
{
f(X) : rank(X) ≤ r}.
This setting arises naturally in the study of semidefinite programs (SDP)—a wide
class of SDP problems admit low rank solution that are global optimal (e.g. Barvinok
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[1995], Pataki [1998], Bhojanapalli et al. [2018]). Since SDP problems are convex,
they can already be solved by convex optimization algorithms such as interior point
methods. A low-rank solution to the unconstrained minimization problem can also
arise in matrix inverse problems, including noiseless matrix sensing [Recht et al.,
2010] and noiseless matrix completion [Cande`s and Recht, 2009]. In these settings,
while the rank constraint is not active at the global optimum X̂ , enforcing the
constraint over the course of an iterative algorithm may still be useful in speeding
up convergence [Oymak et al., 2018].
In most settings, however, the rank constraint rank(X) ≤ r will be active in
the solution to the minimization problem (1), meaning that we must necessarily
work with the rank constraint in the optimization. In this case, the optimization
strategies in the literature can be broadly categorized into two types: either working
with the full variable X ∈ Rm×n while enforcing rank(X) ≤ r (e.g. by projecting
to this constraint after each iteration), or reformulating the problem in terms of a
factorization X = AB⊤ with A ∈ Rm×r and B ∈ Rn×r, so that the factorization
ensures the rank constraint. (There is also extensive literature on relaxing to a
convex penalty or constraint, such as the nuclear norm [Recht et al., 2010], but
here we will focus on optimization techniques that work with the original rank
constraint rather than a relaxation.) Working either with X or with a factorization,
we can implement a gradient descent algorithm to attempt to find the solution to (1).
Specifically, working with the full variable X ∈ Rm×n, we can consider the projected
gradient descent method (also known as iterative hard thresholding, see Jain et al.
[2014]):
X ← Pr
(
X − η∇f(X)), (2)
where Pr(·) denotes projection to the rank-r constraint (calculated by taking the
top r components of a singular value decomposition). If we work instead in the
factorized setting, we would aim to solve
min
A∈Rm×r ,B∈Rn×r
f(AB⊤). (3)
For instance, we might approach this minimization via alternating gradient descent,
which would iterate steps of the form{
A← A− ηA · ∇f(AB⊤)B,
B ← B − ηB · ∇f(AB⊤)⊤A,
(4)
alternating between updates of each of the two factors.
1.1 Comparing full-dimensional vs factorized approaches
In this work, we are interested in comparing the output of full-dimensional ap-
proaches such as (2) against factorized approaches aiming to solve (3).
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Special case: semidefinite programs This problem has been studied in the
context of semidefinite programs of the form
X̂ = argmin
X∈Rn×n,X0
{
f(X) : f1(X) = a1, . . . , fk(X) = ak
}
where f, f1, . . . , fk are all linear functions. The factorized form of this problem is
given by writing X = AA⊤, and solving
min
A∈Rn×r
{
f(AA⊤) : f1(AA
⊤) = a1, . . . , fk(AA
⊤) = ak
}
.
If we take r = n, then the global minimizer of this problem coincides with that of
the full SDP—and in fact, this holds as long as r ≥ rank(X̂). On the other hand,
the factorized problem is highly nonconvex so finding the global minimum may be
challenging. Remarkably, Bhojanapalli et al. [2018] (building on the earlier work of
Burer and Monteiro [2003]) show that taking r ∼ √k is sufficient to ensure that any
second-order stationary point (SOSP) of the factorized problem is a global minimizer
of the full SDP; it is also shown that approximate SOSPs are approximately globally
optimal (see also Boumal et al. [2016, 2018]). Of course, for A ∈ Rn×r to achieve
the global minimum at r ∼ √k, this means that the global minimizer X̂ itself must
have rank on the order of
√
k.
Contributions In this work we strengthen the connection between the factorized
problem (3) and the original problem (2), extending existing results into a much
broader setting. The results mentioned above apply in the setting where:
• The optimization problem is a SDP, meaning that the objective function is
linear and the factorized form is given by X = AA⊤,
• The unconstrained global minimizer X̂ is rank-deficient (without imposing a
rank constraint),
• Results apply to finding the global minimum.
In contrast, in our work, we will allow:
• The objective function is any twice-differentiable function f(X), and X is not
necessarily symmetric, i.e. the factorized form is given by X = AB⊤,
• The unconstrained global minimizer, argminX f(X), may be full rank in general—
in the rank-constrained problem, X̂ = argminX{f(X) : rank(X) ≤ r}, the
rank constraint may be active,
• Results no longer apply to finding the global minimum (since this is NP-hard),
but instead we study stationary points.
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In this general setting, our main result is the following: we show that any second-
order stationary point (SOSP) of the factorized objective function (3) must also be a
stationary point of projected gradient descent on the original objective function (2).
In the special case that the problem is a SDP and the SOSP is rank-deficient, i.e. rank
strictly less than r, this result reduces to the known global optimality result proved
by Bhojanapalli et al. [2018].
1.2 Notation
Throughout the paper, f : Rm×n → R is a twice-differentiable objective func-
tion. Its gradient ∇f(X) is represented as a matrix in Rm×n while its second
derivative ∇2f(X) : Rm×n × Rm×n → R will be written as a quadratic form,
i.e. ∇2f(X)(X1, X2).
We will work also with g(A,B) = f(AB⊤), the function defining the factor-
ized problem. Writing g : Rm×r × Rn×r → R, we will work with first derivative
∇g(A,B) = (∇A g(A,B),∇B g(A,B)) ∈ Rm×r × Rn×r, while the second derivative
∇2g(A,B) will denote the quadratic form mapping from (Rm×r×Rn×r)× (Rm×r ×
R
n×r
)
to R.
For a matrix X , we write ‖X‖F and ‖X‖ to denote the Frobenius norm and the
spectral norm, respectively.
2 Main result
Our main result concerns stationary points of the rank-constrained minimization
problem (1). We will consider projected gradient descent (PGD) algorithms, which
have update steps of the form
Xt+1 ← Pr
(
Xt − η∇f(Xt)
)
,
where η > 0 is the step size, while Pr denotes (possibly non-unique) projection to
the rank constraint, i.e. Pr(X) = argminrank(X′)≤r ‖X ′ −X‖F.
A matrix X ∈ Rm×n is therefore a stationary point of PGD at step size η > 0 if
it satisfies1
X = Pr
(
X − η∇f(X)).
By examining this condition, we can easily determine that X is a stationary point
if and only if
∇f(X)⊤UX = 0 and ∇f(X)VX = 0 and η‖∇f(X)‖ ≤ σr, (5)
1If the projection step is not unique, we need to be more precise with our definition. We say
that X is a stationary point of PGD at step size η if X is equal to a (possibly non-unique) solution
of the projection step, i.e. X ∈ argminrank(X′)≤r ‖X ′ −
(
X − η∇f(X))‖F.
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where X = UX · diag{σ1, . . . , σr} · V ⊤X is a (possibly non-unique) singular value
decomposition of X , with σ1 ≥ · · · ≥ σr.
We will also consider factorized gradient descent (FGD) algorithms of the form (4),
where we write X = AB⊤ for A ∈ Rm×r and B ∈ Rn×r. For this type of algorithm,
defining
g(A,B) = f
(
AB⊤
)
,
the update steps take the form{
A← A− ηA · ∇A g(A,B),
B ← B − ηB · ∇B g(A,B).
Given any step sizes ηA > 0, ηB > 0, a pair (A,B) is a stationary point of factorized
gradient descent if and only if ∇g(A,B) = 0. In other words, the stationary points
of factorized gradient descent are simply the first-order stationary points (FOSPs)
of the function g. By definition of g, we can calculate
∇A g(A,B) = ∇f(AB⊤)B and ∇B g(A,B) = ∇f(AB⊤)⊤A,
and so the FOSPs of the factorized minimization problem can equivalently be char-
acterized by
∇g(A,B) = 0 ⇔ f(AB⊤)⊤A = 0 and ∇f(AB⊤)B = 0. (6)
This calculation leads to the following well-known result, which follows directly from
calculations of the gradients, and requires no proof:
Lemma 1. If X ∈ Rm×n is a stationary point of the projected gradient descent
algorithm at any step size η > 0, then for any factorization X = AB⊤ with
(A,B) ∈ Rm×r × Rn×r, the pair (A,B) is a first-order stationary point of the fac-
torized objective function g(A,B).
In other words, stationary points of PGD are first-order stationary points of the
factorized problem.
However, we cannot hope for the converse to be true, since FOSPs of g can exhibit
some counterintuitive behavior that does not arise in the full-dimensional problem.
A well-known example is the pair (A,B) = (0m×r, 0n×r). This point is always a
FOSP of the factorized problem, but in general X = 0m×n does not correspond to a
stationary point of projected gradient descent (and indeed, will be far from optimal).
From this trivial example, we see that considering only the first-order conditions of
g is not sufficient to understand the correspondence between the projected and the
factorized forms of the problem. We will therefore consider second-order stationary
points (SOSPs) of the factorized problem, which are characterized by the conditions
∇g(A,B) = 0 and ∇2g(A,B)  0. (7)
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2.1 Characterization of SOSP for factorized problem
Our main theoretical result establishes a partial converse to Lemma 1, proving
that any second-order stationary point (SOSP) of the factorized objective function
g(A,B) must also be a stationary point of projected gradient descent on the original
function f(X). We need one additional piece of notation before we can state our
result, to allow us to quantify the smoothness of f on the space of low-rank matrices.
When running projected gradient descent algorithms with a constant step size η,
typically the step size is chosen with respect to the curvature of f. Specifically, at the
current point X , one step of projected gradient descent with step size η = 1/β can
be interpreted as minimizing the function Y 7→ f(X)+〈∇f(X), Y −X〉+ β
2
‖X−Y ‖2F
under the constraint rank(Y ) ≤ r. If this function majorizes f, i.e. f is bounded by
this function, then our update step will make progress towards minimizing f. With
this in mind, we define the local curvature of f at X as
βf(X) = lim
ǫ→0
 sup0<‖Y−X‖F≤ǫ
rank(Y )≤r
f(Y )− f(X)− 〈∇f(X), Y −X〉
1
2
‖X − Y ‖2F
 . (8)
Note that, if we were to remove the rank constraint, rank(Y ) ≤ r, from this
definition, then we are simply calculating the operator norm of the Hessian of f,
i.e. ‖∇2f(X)‖. In particular, this proves that βf(X) ≤ ‖∇2f(X)‖, and thus is al-
ways finite as long as f is twice differentiable.
With this definition in place, we can now state our main result.
Theorem 1. Consider any pair (A,B) ∈ Rm×r × Rn×r that is a SOSP of the
factorized objective function g(A,B). Then X = AB⊤ is a stationary point of the
projected gradient descent algorithm at any step size η ≤ 1/βf(X). Furthermore,
if rank(X) < r, then ∇f(X) = 0, and so X is a stationary point of the projected
gradient descent algorithm at any step size η.
To summarize, our main result (combined with the known result in Lemma 1) shows
that:
{SOSPs of g(A,B)} ⊆ {Stationary points of PGD on f(X)} ⊆ {FOSPs of g(A,B)}.
2.1.1 Proof of Theorem 1
By definition of g, some simple calculations show that ∇2g(A,B) maps (A1, B1) ×
(A2, B2) to
〈∇f(X), A1B⊤2 + A2B⊤1 〉+∇2f(X)
(
AB⊤1 + A1B
⊤, AB⊤2 + A2B
⊤
)
.
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Since we assume that ∇2g(A,B)  0 by definition of a SOSP, this means that the
above quantity is nonnegative at any (A1, B1) = (A2, B2), i.e.
2〈∇f(X), A1B⊤1 〉+∇2f(X)
(
AB⊤1 +A1B
⊤, AB⊤1 +A1B
⊤
)
≥ 0 for all (A1, B1). (9)
By first-order optimality conditions at (A,B) we additionally know that
∇f(X)⊤A = 0 and ∇f(X)B = 0. (10)
Next, let X = UX · diag{σ1, . . . , σr} · V ⊤X be a singular value decomposition of
X , with σ1 ≥ · · · ≥ σr. Let u⋆ ∈ Rm and v⋆ ∈ Rn be the top singular vectors of the
gradient ∇f(X) ∈ Rm×n, so that ‖∇f(X)‖ = u⊤⋆∇f(X)v⋆. We will now split into
two cases, rank(X) = r and rank(X) < r.
Case 1: full rank First suppose rank(X) = r. Let ur and vr be the last left and
right singular vectors of X , respectively. Since X = AB⊤ has rank r, this means
that UX and A span the same column space, and similarly VX and B span the
same column space. Together with the first-order optimality conditions in (10), this
implies that ∇f(X)VX = 0 and ∇f(X)⊤UX = 0. By our earlier characterization (5)
of the stationary points of PGD, we therefore only need to check that η‖∇f(X)‖ ≤
σr(X) in order to verify that X is a stationary point of PGD at step size η.
Next, if ∇f(X) = 0 then X is obviously a stationary point, so from this point on
we will consider the case that ∇f(X) 6= 0. Since we know that ∇f(X)⊤UX = 0 while
u⋆ is the first left singular vector of ∇f(X), this implies that u⊤r u⋆ = 0. Similarly
v⊤r v⋆ = 0. We will consider the curvature of the factorized objective function g(A,B)
in the direction given by (A1, B1) =
( − u⋆u⊤r A, v⋆v⊤r B). Plugging this choice into
our earlier calculation (9) we see that
∇2f(X)
(
AB⊤1 + A1B
⊤, AB⊤1 + A1B
⊤
)
≥ −2〈∇f(X), A1B⊤1 〉
= 2〈∇f(X), u⋆u⊤r AB⊤vrv⊤⋆ 〉 = 2σr‖∇f(X)‖,
where the last step holds since ur, vr are the rth singular vectors of X = AB
⊤.
Next, we will use the following lemma (proved in Appendix A):
Lemma 2. Let f : Rm×n → R be twice-differentiable at X = AB⊤, where A ∈ Rm×r
and B ∈ Rn×r. Then, for any matrices A1 ∈ Rm×r, B1 ∈ Rn×r,
∇2f(X)(AB⊤1 + A1B⊤, AB⊤1 + A1B⊤) ≤ βf(X) · ‖AB⊤1 + A1B⊤‖2F.
Now fix any step size η > 0 with η ≤ 1/βf(X). Then by Lemma 2, along with
the definitions of A1 and B1, we can bound
∇2f(X)(AB⊤1 + A1B⊤, AB⊤1 + A1B⊤) ≤ η−1 · ‖AB⊤1 + A1B⊤‖2F
= η−1 · ‖AB⊤vrv⊤⋆ − u⋆u⊤r AB⊤‖2F = η−1 · σr(X)2‖urv⊤⋆ − u⋆v⊤r ‖2F = 2η−1σ2r ,
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where the next-to-last step holds since ur, vr are the rth singular vectors of X =
AB⊤, while the last step holds since ur, u⋆ and vr, v⋆ are pairs of orthogonal unit
vectors. Combining everything, and using the fact that σr > 0 since rank(X) = r,
we have proved that
η‖∇f(X)‖ ≤ σr.
Applying (5), this verifies that X is a stationary point of PGD with step size η,
which completes the proof for the rank-r case.
Case 2: rank deficient For the case that rank(X) < r, our proof closely follows
that of Bhojanapalli et al. [2018, Lemma1], extending their result to the asymmetric
case (their work assumes X  0 and works with the symmetric factorization X =
AA⊤).
First, since A ∈ Rm×r and B ∈ Rn×r, if the product X = AB⊤ has rank < r then
it cannot be the case that both A and B are full rank. Without loss of generality
suppose rank(A) < r. This means that there is some unit vector w ∈ Rr with
Aw = 0. Now consider (A1, B1) = (−u⋆w⊤, c · v⋆w⊤) for any c > 0. Since (A,B) is
a SOSP of the factorized problem, our earlier calculation (9) yields
2〈∇f(X),−c · u⋆w⊤wv⊤⋆ 〉+∇2f(X)
(
c ·Awv⊤⋆ + u⋆w⊤B⊤, c ·Awv⊤⋆ + u⋆w⊤B⊤
)
≥ 0.
Since ‖w‖2 = 1 while u⊤⋆∇f(X)v⋆ = ‖∇f(X)‖, and Aw = 0 by definition of w, we
can simplify this to
∇2f(X)
(
u⋆w
⊤B⊤, u⋆w
⊤B⊤
)
≥ 2c‖∇f(X)‖.
Now, c > 0 is arbitrary, and so this holds for any c > 0. On the other hand,
since f is twice-differentiable, the left-hand side must be finite. This implies that
‖∇f(X)‖ = 0, i.e. ∇f(X) = 0. Therefore clearly X is a stationary point of projected
gradient descent at any step size η.
3 Convergence guarantees
In this section, we investigate the implications of our main result Theorem 1 on
the landscape of the factorized problem (3). We are interested in determining set-
tings where factorized optimization methods can be expected to achieve optimality
guarantees. Depending on the structure of the objective function f and other as-
sumptions in the problem, we will see wide variation in the types of guarantees
that can be obtained for the output X̂ of a particular algorithm. From strongest to
weakest, the three main styles of guarantees that appear in the literature are:
• Global optimality: the algorithm converges to a global minimizer.
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• Local optimality: if initialized near a global minimizer, then the algorithm
converges to that global minimizer.
• Restricted optimality: the algorithm converges to a matrix X that satisfies
f(X) ≤ f(X ′) for any rank-r′ matrix X ′, where r′ < r is a strictly lower rank
constraint.
To simplify our comparison of these three styles of guarantees, we will consider the
setting where the original objective function f satisfies α-restricted strong convexity
(abbreviated as α-RSC) with respect to the rank constraint r, meaning that for all
X, Y ∈ Rm×n with rank(X), rank(Y ) ≤ r,
f(Y ) ≥ f(X) + 〈∇f(X), Y −X〉+ α
2
‖X − Y ‖2F. (11)
Similarly, we assume that f satisfies β-restricted smoothness with parameter β (ab-
breviated as β-RSM) with respect to the rank constraint r, meaning that for all
X, Y with rank(X), rank(Y ) ≤ r,
f(Y ) ≤ f(X) + 〈∇f(X), Y −X〉+ β
2
‖X − Y ‖2F. (12)
Throughout this section, we will always write κ = β/α to denote the rank-restricted
condition number of f. Note that κ ≥ 1 always.
We will consider two different regimes for the condition number κ:
Near-isometry (κ ≈ 1) vs. Arbitrary conditioning (κ≫ 1).
We can expect to see κ ≈ 1 in certain well-behaved problems, for instance the
matrix sensing problem, where f(X) represents matching X with random linear
measurements of the form 〈Ai, X〉, where e.g. the measurement matrices Ai have
i.i.d. entries. In general, however, most problems do not have κ ≈ 1.
We also need to consider a second important distinction between different classes
of problems. In many statistical settings, we may have an objective function f(X)
that comes from a data likelihood, where E[f(X)] is minimized at some true low-
rank parameter matrix X⋆. When this is the case, it is common to see ‖∇f(X⋆)‖ ≈
0. In other settings, though, there might not be any natural underlying low-rank
structure, and the gradient ∇f(X) is large at any low-rank X . We will therefore
distinguish between two scenarios:
Vanishing gradient ( min
rank(X)≤r
‖∇f(X)‖ ≈ 0) vs. Arbitrary gradient ( min
rank(X)≤r
‖∇f(X)‖ ≫ 0).
3.1 Existing results
We now summarize the existing results as well as our own findings, for the different
types of assumptions and different styles of guarantees outlined above:
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• Near-isometry + Vanishing gradient ⇒ Global optimality.
For the most well-behaved problems, where the objective function f(X) ex-
hibits both near-isometry and a vanishing gradient, it is possible to prove con-
vergence to an (approximate) globally optimal estimate X̂ . For full-dimensional
projected gradient descent algorithm, this has been established in the case
of a least squares objective [Oymak et al., 2018]; for factorized algorithms,
an analogous result (no spurious local minima) has been established for cer-
tain least squares objectives [Bhojanapalli et al., 2016b, Ge et al., 2016, 2017,
Park et al., 2016] and more generally for functions f with a near-isometry
property [Zhu et al., 2017]. (We will show in the present work that under
near-isometry + vanishing gradient, both full-dimensional and factorized ap-
proaches contain no spurious local minima.)
• Arbitrary conditioning + Vanishing gradient ⇒ Local optimality.
With a non-ideal condition number κ > 1, assuming a vanishing gradient con-
dition is sufficient to prove a local optimality result, both for full-dimensional
PGD [Barber and Ha, 2018] and for factorized approaches [Chen and Wainwright,
2015]; in the stronger setting of a near-isometry and a vanishing gradient,
the local optimality result for factorized approaches has been also established
by many works, including Candes et al. [2015], Zheng and Lafferty [2015],
Tu et al. [2015], Bhojanapalli et al. [2016a], Jain et al. [2013]. Note that all
of the previous local optimality results for factorized problems are built upon
identifying local region of attraction for globally optimal solution X̂ in the
factorized space (A,B). (We will give in the present work the local region of
attraction in the full-dimensional representations X = AB⊤.)
• Arbitrary conditioning + Arbitrary gradient ⇒ Restricted optimality.
In the most challenging setting, where we allow both arbitrary condition num-
ber κ and an arbitrarily large gradient, restricted optimality guarantees can
still be obtained. This is established for the full-dimensional PGD algorithm
[Jain et al., 2014, Liu and Barber, 2018], as well as its variants, such as ap-
proximate low-rank projection [Becker et al., 2013, Soltani and Hegde, 2017],
and projection with debiasing step [Yuan et al., 2018]; for sparse problems
specifically, the analogous restricted optimality result has been established
[Shen and Li, 2017]. On the other hand, there is no known result for restricted
optimality guarantees within the factorized approach. (We will show in the
present work that it holds also for the factorized approach.)
This extensive literature has enabled us to understand the landscape of the non-
convex low-rank optimization problem, but the various results have been proved
somewhat disjointly, using very different techniques for analyzing full-dimensional
PGD type algorithms versus factorized algorithms. It is natural to ask whether
this collection of results can be unified into a single framework. Our main result,
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Theorem 1, allows us to connect established results between PGD algorithms and
factorized algorithms, allowing us to establish simpler proofs of some existing re-
sults, and provide new results in certain settings. Overall, it is the goal of this
section to provide a broader view of the landscape of results known for low-rank op-
timization problems through the lens of the equivalence between PGD and factorized
algorithms established in Theorem 1.
3.2 Results for global and local optimality
In the special case of least squares objective, i.e. f(X) = 1
2
‖A(X)− b‖2F for a linear
operator A : Rm×n → Rp, Oymak et al. [2018] show that, in the near-isometry
setting (κ ≈ 1), projected gradient descent offers a global convergence guarantee
starting from any initialization point. Here we extend some of their technical tools
to general functions f(X).
Lemma 3. Suppose that f : Rm×n → R satisfies α-RSC (11) with respect to the
rank constraint r. If X0, X1 are both stationary points of projected gradient descent
run with rank constraint r and step size η, then either X0 = X1 or
min
{
1
η
,
‖∇f(X0)‖
σr(X0)
}
+min
{
1
η
,
‖∇f(X1)‖
σr(X1)
}
≥ 2α.
The proof of this lemma is given in Appendix A. We also verify a simple result:
Lemma 4. Suppose that f : Rm×n → R satisfies β-RSM (12) with respect to the
rank constraint r. If X̂ is a global minimizer, i.e. f(X̂) = minrank(X)≤r f(X), then
X̂ is a stationary point of projected gradient descent run with rank constraint r and
any step size η ≤ 1/β.
These lemmas will allow us to easily prove global optimality and local optimality
results under the appropriate assumptions. We now turn to the question of obtain-
ing global and local optimality results for PGD and factorized algorithms. While
results of this flavor are already known in the literature (see Section 3.1 for some
references), our goal here is to give extremely short and clean proofs that illumi-
nate the connection between the full-dimensional and factorized representations of
the optimization problem, and thereby also highlight the utility of our main result,
Theorem 1. In some cases, our work also establishes guarantees in a broader setting
than previous results.
3.2.1 Global optimality
In the setting where f(X) satisfies the near-isometry property, with condition num-
ber κ < 2, we can obtain global optimality guarantees for both PGD and factorized
methods whenever ‖∇f(X)‖ is sufficiently small, i.e. the vanishing gradient condi-
tion. (See Section 3.1 for related existing results in the literature.)
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Theorem 2. Assume that f(X) satisfies α-RSC (11) and β-RSM (12) with respect
to rank r, and that β < 2α. If X̂ is a global minimizer, i.e. f(X̂) = minrank(X)≤r f(X),
and X̂ satisfies
‖∇f(X̂)‖ < (2α− β) · σr(X̂),
then
• X̂ is the unique stationary point of PGD for any step size η satisfying
1
2α− ‖∇f(X̂)‖
σr(X̂)
< η ≤ 1
β
.
• X̂ is the unique second-order stationary point of factorized gradient descent.
This result proves that global optimality guarantees can be achieved as long as
κ < 2, i.e. the map f is a near-isometry. This type of assumption on κ is crucial to
achieving global optimality guarantees. For instance, Zhang et al. [2018, Example 3]
construct an example of objective function f(X) with β = 3α, i.e. κ = 3, where there
exists a stationary point X that is not globally optimal. This proves that κ < 3 is
necessary for achieving a global optimality guarantee, while our work shows κ < 2 is
sufficient. While it is not the goal of the present work, an interesting open question is
to close the gap between these necessary and sufficient conditions to identify an exact
correspondence between condition number and the global optimality guarantee.
We now compare this result with some recent works in the literature. The first
part of Theorem 2, i.e. the result for stationary points of PGD on X ∈ Rm×n, is
an extension of global optimality results established in Oymak et al. [2018]—their
work is specific to a least-squares objective function, i.e. f is quadratic.2 On the
other hand, the second part of the theorem, i.e. the result on SOSPs of the factor-
ized problem, is already known for various types of problems, such as the matrix
sensing and the matrix completion problems [Bhojanapalli et al., 2016b, Ge et al.,
2016, 2017]. Similarly, Zhu et al. [2017] also establish “no spurious local minima”
under conditions similar to Theorem 2, i.e. when f(X) satisfies α-RSC and β-RSM
with α ≈ β. While these results typically require more involved analysis than our
framework presented here, they further prove strict saddle property (see, for in-
stance, Jin et al. [2017, Assumption A2]) of the factorized problems under which
polynomial time convergence is ensured for finding approximate SOSPs (hence ap-
proximate globally optimal solution). Such guarantee on the rate of convergence is
not provided in Theorem 2, and we leave the study of approximate SOSPs in the
future work.
2In Oymak et al. [2018], the authors mention that their results are more broadly applicable than
least squares objective functions, but we are not aware of any such results that have appeared in
the follow-up papers.
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Proof of Theorem 2. First consider PGD with step size η lying in the specified in-
terval. By Lemma 4, we know that X̂ is a stationary point. Next suppose that X
is another stationary point, with X 6= X̂ . Applying Lemma 3 with X0 = X̂ and
X1 = X yields
‖∇f(X̂)‖
σr(X̂)
+
1
η
≥ 2α,
but this inequality cannot hold by our assumption on η, and so we have reached a
contradiction.
Next we turn to factorized gradient descent. Let X be any rank-r SOSP. Com-
paring the definition of β-RSM with that of the local smoothness parameter βf(X)
defined in (8), we can see that βf(X) ≤ β by definition, and therefore η ≤ 1/βf(X).
Therefore, applying our main result, Theorem 1, we see that X must be a stationary
point of PGD at step size η = 1/β, which proves thatX = X̂ by our work above.
3.2.2 Local optimality
Next we turn to the local optimality guarantees that can be obtained when f exhibits
a vanishing gradient, but may have an arbitrarily large condition number κ. (See
Section 3.1 for related existing results in the literature.)
Theorem 3. Assume that f(X) satisfies α-RSC (11) and β-RSM (12) with respect
to rank r. If X̂ is a global minimizer, i.e. f(X̂) = minrank(X)≤r f(X), and X̂ satisfies
‖∇f(X̂)‖ < α · σr(X̂).
Define
N =
{
X ∈ Rm×n : rank(X) ≤ r and ‖∇f(X̂)‖
σr(X̂)
+
‖∇f(X)‖
σr(X)
< 2α
}
.
(Note that N must contain some neighborhood of X̂, since X 7→ ‖∇f(X)‖
σr(X)
is continu-
ous.) Then
• For any stationary point X of PGD with step size η ≤ 1/β, if X ∈ N then
X = X̂.
• For any second-order stationary point X of factorized gradient descent, if X ∈
N then X = X̂.
In this setting where κ may be arbitrarily large, global optimality does not hold in
general (as shown by Zhang et al. [2018]’s counterexample, discussed in Section 3.2.1
above). Nonetheless, the results in Theorem 3 still assure the existence of regions of
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attraction N within which the global minimum X̂ will be discovered, for both the
full-dimensional and factorized methods.
To compare with the existing results, the first part of Theorem 3 (for stationary
points of PGD) is an immediate result given the work in Barber and Ha [2018].
Next, turning to the second part of the result, on the SOSPs of the factorized ap-
proach, some related results in the existing literature have shown that certain rank-
constrained problems exhibit local region of attraction near the global minimum X̂
[Candes et al., 2015, Zheng and Lafferty, 2015, Tu et al., 2015, Bhojanapalli et al.,
2016a, Jain et al., 2013]. While these problems satisfy the near-isometry property
with κ ≈ 1, our result in Theorem 3 extends to a broader setting with an arbitrarily
large condition number κ. Chen and Wainwright [2015] have also established local
convergence guarantees under conditions similar to restricted strong convexity and
smoothness, but the difference is that they work with RSC and RSM type conditions
defined directly on the factorized variable pair (A,B). In addition, many of these
works address the positive semidefinite setting, X = AA⊤, rather than the generic
setting X = AB⊤ considered here.
Proof of Theorem 3. By Lemma 4, we know that X̂ is a stationary point for PGD
with any step size η ≤ 1/β. Next suppose that X is another stationary point, with
X 6= X̂ Applying Lemma 3 with X0 = X̂ and X1 = X yields
‖∇f(X̂)‖
σr(X̂)
+
‖∇f(X)‖
σr(X)
≥ 2α,
which implies that X 6∈ N by definition of N .
Next we turn to factorized gradient descent. As in the proof of Theorem 2, any
rank-r SOSP X must be a stationary point of PGD at step size η = 1/β. If also
X ∈ N then this proves that X = X̂ by our work above.
3.3 A restricted optimality guarantee
In this last setting, we will make no assumptions on either the gradient or the
condition number, i.e. it may be possible that ‖∇f(X̂)‖ is large and the condition
κ is large as well. (See Section 3.1 for related existing results in the literature.)
Under such assumptions, to the best of our knowledge, there is no guaran-
teed result to solve the low-rank minimization problem either locally or globally—
identifying a region of attraction in a deterministic way is a nontrivial task. There-
fore, we may wish to instead establish a weaker restricted optimality guarantee,
which entails proving that the algorithm converges to some matrix X satisfying
f(X) ≤ min
rank(Y )≤r′
f(Y ),
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where the rank r′ < r proves a more restrictive constraint. In a statistical setting
where we are aiming to recover some true low-rank parameter, we might think of r′
as the true underlying rank, while r ≥ r′ is a relaxed rank constraint that we place
on our optimization scheme. More generally, we are simply aiming to show that
optimizing over rank r, while not ensuring the best rank-r solution, is competitive
with the best lower-rank solution.
Under these conditions, Liu and Barber [2018] prove that any stationary point
X of PGD with step size η = 1/β satisfies restricted optimality with respect to any
rank r′ < r/κ2. Based on our main result, Theorem 1, the same guarantee also
holds for any SOSP of the factorized problem. For completeness, we restate their
result along with the new extension to the factorized problem:
Theorem 4. Assume that f(X) satisfies α-RSC (11) and β-RSM with respect to
rank r. Then:
• [Liu and Barber, 2018] For any stationary point X of PGD with step size
η = 1/β,
f(X) ≤ min
rank(Y )<r/κ2
f(Y ), (13)
i.e. X satisfies restricted optimality with respect to any rank r′ < r/κ2.
• For any second-order stationary point X = AB⊤ of the factorized problem,
f(AB⊤) ≤ min
rank(Y )<r/κ2
f(Y ),
i.e. X = AB⊤ satisfies restricted optimality with respect to any rank r′ < r/κ2.
Proof of Theorem 4. The first claim is proved by Liu and Barber [2018], while the
second claim follows immediately by combining the first claim with Theorem 1, as
in the proof of Theorem 2.
Conversely, Liu and Barber [2018] also establish that this factor of κ2 is sharp,
i.e. restricted optimality cannot be guaranteed relative to rank r′ > r/κ2. Here we
establish the analogous result for the factorized problem. For completeness, we state
the two results together.
Theorem 5. For any parameters β ≥ α > 0 and any rank r′ > r/κ2, there exists a
function f : Rm×n → R satisfying α-RSC (11) and β-RSM (12) with respect to the
rank constraint r, such that:
• [Liu and Barber, 2018] There exists a stationary point X of PGD with step
size η = 1/β, such that
f(X) > min
rank(Y )≤r′
f(Y ).
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• There exists a second-order stationary point (A,B) of the factorized problem,
such that
f(AB⊤) > min
rank(Y )≤r′
f(Y ).
This result is proved in Appendix A. Unlike the restricted optimality guarantee
above (Theorem 4), this converse result does not follow directly from Liu and Barber
[2018]’s work, and instead requires a new construction.
4 Discussion
In this paper, we establish a deep connection between the full-dimensional PGD and
the factorized approaches for solving nonconvex low-rank optimization problems.
Our main result shows that any SOSP of the factorized problem must also be a
stationary point of projected gradient descent algorithms on the original function,
connecting naturally the optimization landscape of the unconstrained factorized
approaches with the full-dimensional rank-constrained approaches. In particular,
this allows us to obtain various types of established optimality results for PGD
algorithms and factorized algorithms in a single framework. Overall, our result
provides a new perspective on understanding the optimization landscape of the
factorized approaches.
While the present work only considers exact stationary points of PGD and ex-
act SOSPs of the factorized problems, finding such points is practically challeng-
ing. Standard optimization techniques such as stochastic or perturbed gradient
descent are known to converge to an approximate SOSP [Ge et al., 2015, Jin et al.,
2017]. Characterizing equivalence between approximate stationary points for full-
dimensional PGD versus factorized approaches is therefore of practical interest.
Another interesting direction would be to establish similar results under additional
constraints on the full matrix X = AB⊤ or on the factorized matrices A and B.
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A Additional proofs
Proof of Lemma 2. Define Yt = (A + tA1)(B + tB1)
⊤ for t > 0. Note that ‖X −
Yt‖F → 0 as t→ 0. By definition of βf(X),
lim sup
t→0
f(Yt)− f(X)− 〈∇f(X), Yt −X〉
1
2
‖X − Yt‖2F
≤ βf(X).
Since f is twice-differentiable at X , we can also take a Taylor expansion to see that
lim inf
t→0
f(Yt)− f(X)− 〈∇f(X), Yt −X〉 − 12∇2f(X)
(
Yt −X, Yt −X)
1
2
‖X − Yt‖2F
= 0.
Combining these two, we see that
lim sup
t→0
∇2f(X)(Yt −X, Yt −X)
‖X − Yt‖2F
≤ βf(X).
Now we calculate this fraction. Since Yt −X = t · (AB⊤1 + A1B⊤) + t2 · A1B⊤1 , we
have
‖X − Yt‖2F = t2‖AB⊤1 + A1B⊤‖2F +O(t3)
and
∇2f(X)(Yt −X, Yt −X) = t2∇2f(X)(AB⊤1 + A1B⊤, AB⊤1 + A1B⊤)+O(t3),
and therefore,
lim sup
t→0
∇2f(X)(Yt −X, Yt −X)
‖X − Yt‖2F
=
∇2f(X)(AB⊤1 + A1B⊤, AB⊤1 + A1B⊤)
‖AB⊤1 + A1B⊤‖2F
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(as long as we are not in the degenerate case that ‖AB⊤1 +A1B⊤‖F = 0—but if this
were the case, then the result would hold trivially). Combining everything, we have
proved the desired bound.
Proof of Lemma 3. By assumption, X0 is a stationary point of PGD for some step
size η > 0, meaning that
X0 = Pr
(
X0 − η∇f(X0)
)
.
Since rank(X1) ≤ r, by definition of the projection operator this implies that
‖X0 −
(
X0 − η∇f(X0)
)‖2F ≤ ‖X1 − (X0 − η∇f(X0))‖2F.
Rearranging terms, we obtain
〈X1 −X0,∇f(X0)〉 ≥ − 1
2η
‖X0 −X1‖2F.
Additionally, noting that X0 is a solution to the quadratic problem with rank con-
straint (again by definition of projection), i.e.
X0 = argmin
rank(X)≤r
‖X0 − η∇f(X0)−X‖2F,
we can obtain another lower bound on the same quantity 〈X1 − X0,∇f(X0)〉 by
applying [Barber and Ha, 2018, Lemma 7], which proves a first-order optimality
condition for rank-constrained optimization:
〈X1 −X0,∇f(X0)〉 ≥ − 1
2σr(X0)
‖∇f(X0)‖‖X0 −X1‖2F.
Taking the best of these two lower bounds yields
〈X1 −X0,∇f(X0)〉 ≥ −1
2
min
{
1
η
,
‖∇f(X0)‖
σr(X0)
}
‖X0 −X1‖2F.
Combined with the α-RSC assumption, we see that
f(X1) ≥ f(X0) + 〈X1 −X0,∇f(X0)〉+ α
2
‖X0 −X1‖2F
≥ f(X0) + 1
2
(
α−min
{
1
η
,
‖∇f(X0)‖
σr(X0)
})
‖X0 −X1‖2F. (14)
Applying the same arguments with the roles of X0 and X1 reversed yields
f(X0) ≥ f(X1) + 1
2
(
α−min
{
1
η
,
‖∇f(X1)‖
σr(X1)
})
‖X0 −X1‖2F. (15)
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Adding the two inequalities (14) and (15) yields
0 ≥ 1
2
(
2α−min
{
1
η
,
‖∇f(X0)‖
σr(X0)
}
−min
{
1
η
,
‖∇f(X1)‖
σr(X1)
})
‖X0 −X1‖2F.
This implies that either X0 = X1, or
min
{
1
η
,
‖∇f(X0)‖
σr(X0)
}
+min
{
1
η
,
‖∇f(X1)‖
σr(X1)
}
≥ 2α,
as desired.
Proof of Lemma 4. Suppose that Xη is the matrix that we obtain after running one
step of projected gradient descent on X̂ with step size η, i.e.
Xη = Pr(X̂ − η∇f(X̂)).
Since rank(Xη), rank(X̂) ≤ r, invoking β-RSM (12) of f on (Xη, X̂), we have
f(Xη) ≤ f(X̂) + 〈∇f(X̂), Xη − X̂〉+ β
2
‖Xη − X̂‖2F. (16)
Now we first assume η < 1/β. By definition of projection, we know that
‖X̂ − η∇f(X̂)−X‖2F ≤ ‖X̂ − η∇f(X̂)− X̂‖2F = ‖η∇f(X̂)‖2F,
hence implying
〈∇f(X̂), Xη − X̂〉 ≤ − 1
2η
‖Xη − X̂‖2F.
Plugging into the inequality (16), and using η < 1/β along with global optimality
of X̂ , we obtain
0 ≥ f(X̂)− f(Xη) ≥ −〈∇f(X̂), Xη − X̂〉 − β
2
‖X̂ −Xη‖2F ≥
(
1
2η
− β
2
)
‖Xη − X̂‖2F.
For any η < 1/β, then, this implies that ‖Xη − X̂‖2F = 0, i.e. Xη = X̂ . In other
words, X̂ is a stationary point at any step size η < 1/β.
Next we consider η = 1/β. Let Xη be defined as before. Now, for any step size
η′ < 1/β, our work above proves that X̂ = Pr(X̂ − η′∇f(X̂)), which by definition
means that
‖X̂ − (X̂ − η′∇f(X̂))‖F ≤ ‖Xη − (X̂ − η′∇f(X̂))‖F.
Now, taking a limit as η′ → η = 1/β, this proves that
‖X̂−(X̂−η∇f(X̂))‖F ≤ ‖Xη−(X̂−η∇f(X̂))‖F = min
rank(X)≤r
‖X−(X̂−η∇f(X̂))‖F.
This proves that X̂ is a (potentially non-unique) solution to the projection step, at
step size η = 1/β. In other words, X̂ is stationary at step size η = 1/β.
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Proof of Theorem 5. Without loss of generality, take m ≤ n. Define the matrices
X0 =
r∑
i=1
eie
⊤
i and X1 =
r+r′∑
i=r+1
eie
⊤
i ,
and
M =
(
0r×r 1r×(n−r)
1(m−r)×r 0(m−r)×(n−r)
)
.
Writing ◦ to denote the elementwise product, we will consider the objective function
f(X) = −β · 〈X1, X −X0〉+ α
2
· ‖X −X0‖2F +
β − α
2
· ‖M ◦ (X −X0)‖2F,
which clearly is α-strongly convex and β-smooth (and therefore trivially satisfies
α-RSC and β-RSM). Define
A0 =
(
Ir
0(m−r)×r
)
and B0 =
(
Ir
0(m−r)×r
)
.
Then A0B
⊤
0 = X0, and a trivial calculation verifies that
f(A0B
⊤
0 ) = f(X0) = 0 > f
(
κ ·X1
) ≥ min
rank(Y )≤r′
f(Y ).
Therefore, A0B
⊤
0 does not satisfy restricted optimality relative to the rank r
′.
Now it remains to be shown that the pair (A0, B0) is a second-order station-
ary point of the factorized objective function g(A,B). We can trivially see that
∇f(X0) = βX1, and so ∇f(X0)⊤A0 = 0 and ∇f(X0)B0 = 0, verifying that (A0, B0)
satisfies the first-order conditions. Now we examine the second-order conditions.
We need to prove that, for any pair of matrices (A1, B1), the operator ∇2g(A0, B0)
maps (A1, B1) × (A1, B1) to a nonnegative value. Using our earlier calculation (9)
to derive ∇2g(A,B), we can calculate
∇2g(A0, B0)
(
(A1, B1), (A1, B1)
)
= 2〈∇f(X0), A1B⊤1 〉+∇2f(X0)
(
A0B
⊤
1 + A1B
⊤
0 , A0B
⊤
1 + A1B
⊤
0
)
= 2β · 〈X1, A1B⊤1 〉+ α · ‖A0B⊤1 + A1B⊤0 ‖2F + (β − α) · ‖M ◦ (A0B⊤1 + A1B⊤0 )‖2F,
(17)
where the last step holds by definition of f. Now we split the matrices A1 and B1
into block form, writing
A1 =
(
A′1
A′′1
)
, B1 =
(
B′1
B′′1
)
,
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where A′1 and B
′
1 contain the first r rows of A1 and of B1, respectively. Then,
plugging in the definitions of X1, A0, B0, and M , the expression in (17) can be
rewritten as
2β·trace (A′′1B′′1⊤)+α·∥∥∥∥( A′1 +B′1⊤ B′′1⊤A′′1 0(m−r)×(n−r)
)∥∥∥∥2
F
+(β−α)·
∥∥∥∥( 0r×r B′′1⊤A′′1 0(m−r)×(n−r)
)∥∥∥∥2
F
.
This is trivially lower-bounded by
2β · trace (A′′1B′′1⊤)+ β · ‖A′′1‖2F + β · ‖B′′1‖2F.
Using the fact that
∣∣trace(Y Z)∣∣ ≤ ‖Y ‖F‖Z‖F for all matrices Y, Z, this expression is
clearly nonnegative. We have therefore proved that ∇2g(A0, B0)  0, thus verifying
that (A0, B0) is a SOSP and proving the desired result.
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